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Background:

Photography is a commonly used means of communication among health care providers to monitor wound healing (or failure to heal). The WOCN Society neither mandates nor discourages photography but seeks to encourage the development of standard policies and guidelines to assist the practitioner when photography is used and describe how protected health information (PHI) is secured. Photography, when used in wound care, is an adjunct to assessment documentation and serves only to support the written wound documentation.

When photography is used, the facility should have specific policies in place that include the following:

- Provision to obtain informed consent:
  - The Joint Commission (2008) has published standards that affect the use of photography and strongly advises that organizations obtain an informed consent prior to photographing, filming, or videotaping patients. Although informed consent cannot be obtained in certain situations, it is also recommended that photographs or video footage taken without informed consent be sequestered or not finalized as part of the documentation until appropriate consent is obtained (The Joint Commission, 2008).
  - The American Health Information Management Association (AIHMA, 2010) suggests that, for facilities where patient photography is routinely used, the consent for photographs should be included in the consent for treatment.
  - HIPAA guidelines mandate the protection of patient privacy, requiring that patients are adequately informed of the use of photography and that the method used to ensure privacy is protected. HIPAA requires patient authorization for use of photographs taken if used for purposes beyond treatment, payment, or health care operations (Hjort & Brandt, 2001).
• Control timing of photographs.
  o Examples:
    ▪ When, or under what circumstances photographs are to be taken.
    ▪ At what intervals photographs should be repeated.
    ▪ Note: your institution can establish written guidelines stating that photographs will only be taken on complex cases based on clinical judgment.

• Criteria for validating competency.
  o Examples:
    ▪ Who can take the photographs.
    ▪ Method of how to photograph wounds.
    ▪ Frequency of revalidation of competence.

• Camera equipment/techniques. Specify type of camera being used, and control any techniques used to ensure consistency in photographing and security of PHI.
  o Examples:
    ▪ Same vantage point when possible.
    ▪ Distance from the wound.
    ▪ Sample measure in the frame such as a measuring guide.
    ▪ With digital photography, consider image size and any methods to ensure photographs are not enhanced or altered.

• Guidelines on the use of cell phones as imaging device (AIHMA, 2010).
  o Examples:
    ▪ Policies should clearly establish if employees can or cannot take unauthorized photographs of patients or any PHI.

• Confidential, accurate patient identification.
  o Examples:
    ▪ Determine type of information to include such as initials, medical record number, date, and time markings.

• Information on maintaining photographs safely and effectively.
  o Examples:
    ▪ Where photographs will be stored.
    ▪ Who will have access to the photographs.
    ▪ How photographs will be copied from the camera, integrated into the medical record and removed from the camera.

• An effective method of releasing copies to patients upon request.
  o Example:
    ▪ Authorization form.

In addition, it should be understood that states differ regarding their stance on the admissibility of photographs in court cases. Therefore, practitioners should investigate this issue within their state of practice for specific details of liability.
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